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All right this is my second attempt of this video today um I must confess I tried to do this  

video earlier live with comments on because I was going to communicate with you guys  

however I had a few trolls and I let them get to me and I got triggered so I deleted it yeah  

we all get triggered every now and then and so my bad who can laugh about it now all good 

all good we all have to face our triggers and uh and yeah so here it is for the second time   

okay so I've turned off commenting this time so I can actually focus without the trolls and let's 

be honest I must be doing something right if they feel the need to comment and make nasty   

comments um they still watch my channel they still watch my videos and listen to me so  

well done I don't understand it but well done okay so this video is titled why the alliance did 

what they did okay so if you followed me for a while especially the last month you would 

know that I've cut tires with the alliance okay many people have no idea why so I'm going to 

break it down and provided YouTube doesn't cut me off we'll get there okay so if you about 

six weeks ago I don't know it was a little time ago I started giving information that in order to 

work with the med beds not be treated but work with the med beds you needed to have a 

higher level of Consciousness okay that means you cannot worship but someone else or 

something outside of yourself means you need to be at one with the Creator not separate uh 

your your extreme spiritual beliefs will not be compatible simply because the med beds work 

on consciousness in a higher state of consciousness and you'll be working with beans not from  

this planet so you'll be working with very Advanced conscious beings which read thoughts 

which all of your if you have not done you know your Shadow work and and you know  

going into Oneness and all of this and worshiping and everything you're not compatible to 

work with these meetings simply because of their energy their vibrational frequency will 

bring up every part of you that you don't like will bring up all your trauma will bring up all of 

Securities um everything that you don't like about yourself or you're still struggling with um 

accidents that you haven't dealt with any substance abuse issues anything like that that you 

have not dealt with their vibration will bring that up in you all  
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at once all at once now when you go into the secret space program many people not all many 

people actually have their minds uh their memories blocked so they have they wake up and 

they have no idea who they are this is when the secret space program implants false memories 

so that you can function in this more advanced higher Consciousness Society okay so no the 

methods will not wipe your memory okay it's only yeah it's only those in the secret space  

program who is automatically and very suddenly forced to be in this situation with these 

beans okay here on Earth it's totally up to you what you believe in and etc etc it's got nothing 

to do with it okay now when you're working in this higher dimensional environment you need 

to have dealt with all your okay you need to be at one with the Creator not separate and when 

you worship you are separate when you look up to someone you are separate the mid beds 

work on consciousness and you need to be compatible okay to work with it and this is I'm not  

saying anything bad about your religious beliefs or anything or turning you away from God 

you know I believe in Jesus I believe in in God the Creator which is creation and 

Consciousness itself but I don't worship it and you can't worship it um for example if you live 

your life around God's word okay this is basic if you live your life around God's word and 

don't do anything because God wouldn't like it Etc then you're not compatible consciously  

with working and operating the med beds in that higher dimensional environment it's just 

you're not okay I'm not telling fibs I'm not against religion it's just that you're not okay the 

truth hurts sometimes and that's okay because that I would rather hurt your feelings now than 

you get to training and and everything and then be told this okay I would rather you know 

now than later okay because later will be a shock now at least you're prepared okay so all  
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this drama started with one of my admins taking my words and twisting them to the alliance 

and asking about religious beliefs now I have never once said that you have to change your 

religious beliefs and turn God and Jesus away to be treated in the med bed not once have I 

ever said that and this is what she took to the alliance she said Skye said in order to be treated 

by the beds you have to turn away from God and and your religion and not worship now she 

got the answer she wanted which is what I've been saying all along no you do not have to give 

up your beliefs to be treated by the bed okay so this simple manipulation of my words we'll 

call it a lie because that's what it was okay it was a lie this simple lie okay saying that Sky 

said this which I never did she got the answer she wanted okay which was no you don't have 

to give up your beliefs to be treated that gave the alliance an opportunity okay just by her 

actions gave the alliance an opportunity to hurt me now they did this for a reason now I'm 

doing this video today because so many of you are saying well if you can't trust the alliance 

then neither can we this has nothing to do with any of you and has everything to do with all of 

you let me explain the last few months especially the last four or five months as closer to the 

RV happening and you getting your funds and the project starting and Med beds rolling out 

and all of that many of you are sitting back waiting for me to tell you what to do many of you 

are messaging me with simple things that you can just use the search function on the Internet 

or in a group and find yourself within five seconds instead you message me instead of going 

through and researching and listening to the videos I'll just pop my question out in the group 

and I'll have someone give me the answer now it's really hard when you are public and you 

have the information everyone wants a piece of you and that is completely understandable but 

what it has become instead of me giving you the information and you implementing that 

information into your own consciousness many of you are sitting back and allowing me to be 

your Consciousness  
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for you many people are not willing to make a move with their project until Sky says you see 

the problem here I'm giving you information and you're just sitting on it and not doing 

anything about it you're not using your own head to find things for yourself or to get 

information yourself or anything like that now of course I'm not referring to everybody  

okay so please don't message me it's not me it's not no I'm not referring to everyone I'm 

referring to a lot of people and my inbox is Testament to a lot of people okay every single day 

okay now I understand a lot of people don't get it and many are just new to it and all of that 

but when you're this late in the game and you are about to undertake doing these projects 

yourself and working and managing these medical centers yourself which they are medical   

because you're dealing with the body systems and the mind systems when you are that close 

to doing it yourself you cannot be relying on others to do the work for you and this is why the 

alliance use this opportunity with this lie to hurt me because they knew that I would not stop 

helping people so by hurting me I would cut them off which basically Cuts all of you guys off  

which means you guys have to step up and do the work for yourself so it's actually a brilliant 

plan because they know I'm dedicated to you guys and I'm not just going to walk away  

so they had to come up with something very strong that would force me to never trust them 

again to never want to work with them again which forces you guys to start using your own 

head and planning things and researching things for yourself instead of I'll just message this 

guy she'll tell me now I also learned today that many of you are actually pulling my energy 

into your vibrational field and feeding off me in regards to Consciousness at Med beds  

and I learned that today from various different ways so what the alliance did to me to cut me 

from you guys rather than or rather yes cut me from you guys instead of them cutting all of 

you from me I absolutely agree with them I absolutely agree with them now I know this to be 

100 true because since I first said that I've cut ties with the alliance and what they did  

and blah blah blah I have received message after message of people saying this is why they 

did it and they have shown me screenshots from people in groups saying oh sky this guy  
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that's everything is guys guys go some of you are turning me into your cult and that is not on  

that is not on I do not want anyone to look up to me I don't even want you to follow me I want 

you to implement take the knowledge that I share and put it into your own conscious mind   

and use it for good to enhance yourself that's all I want but since knowing that people are  

turning me into a sky Prince cult I completely agree 100 with what the alignment there is 

more to the story than what I've shared but I'm not going to go into that here and subsequently 

I can no longer do my projects because of what they did now many of you are saying well if 

you can't trust them when why should I well they didn't do it to you they didn't betray you 

they haven't hurt you they have not betrayed your trust they have not lied to you or anything 

they did it to me for a very specific reason to benefit not only myself but to benefit every 

single one of you that's how much they care for every single one of you willing to harm 

another for you to progress now I don't know about you but I call that unconditional love  

was I hurt yes will I get over it of course will I grow from it you bet I already have so yes  

I don't know if I can work with them it'll take time of course Time Heals all wounds mostly  

will I be able to trust them fully 100 of course not I never trusted them 100 to begin with this 

is not the first time that they've done something like this to create a specific reaction or  

a specific situation involving me because people tend to gravitate towards me and then cling 

on to me for for some unknown reason so they did it to benefit not only me but also you  

to allow you to grow and develop and to implement the information that I've given into your 

own Consciousness not to sit back and say well I don't know what to do but Sky will tell me  

don't do anything until Skye says hell no do it yourself that's that's why you have your own 

Consciousness that's why I'm giving you the information not for you to follow me but for you 

to do what you can with it should you wish to so please stop worrying about the alliance 

betraying you and not being able to trust them and all of this they did it for you for your own 

benefit okay not to harm you but to help you grow into the best version of you that you 

possibly can be  
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now this makes complete sense to me complete sense and I completely agree 100 do I 

severely dislike them for it hell yeah absolutely I do but I understand why and I hope now you 

understand why also because this is the absolute truth they just used the situation with the 

other admin and her manipulation of words as an opportunity for them to cut me from 

everyone who is feeding off me it was just the opportunity now if that opportunity and she 

had not lied then we would still be going along with Med beds and I would still be happier 

than talking and you would still be feeding off me and relying on me to give you information 

that's not what growing in Consciousness and moving into the new Earth is all about that's 

remaining in the 3D old mindset the old Matrix so we have to cut you off so that you go 

Within so you can grow and evolve into the world that you want to be a part of make sense  

yeah of course it does all right everyone um have a great day and enjoy it and I wish  

you all the best alright bye  

 
 


